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Abstract
While figures like Huey Long, Father Coughlin, and Franklin Roosevelt have
received much attention for their shrewd use of the airwaves, an equal ifnot greater
force of persuasion was its advertisers. These ads contained powerful messages, ones
broadcast on a daily basis to millions of homes. In some instances, these ads
espoused modernity, encouraging ideals like scientific rationality and authority. At
other points, however, they revealed an adherence to emotion and tradition. Finally,
they were also governed by the logic of capitalism, both in maximizing profits and
pleasing the audience. These mixed messages were the product both of the
advertisers' inner conflicts, and the public's unwillingness to completely accept new
value systems. Broadly stated, these conflicting impulses manifested three distinct
tensions: highbrow versus lowbrow culture, rational versus irrational appeals, and
creativity versus authority. Taken together, these ideologies in 1930s and 1940s radio
advertisements were a microcosm for many of the cultural divides in the larger
American society.
In what has been dubbed the "Golden Age" of radio, roughly the mid I920s to
late 1940s, Americans embraced a new and powerful mass medium. Besides altering
the sonic environment and modes of recreation, radio also worked to restructure
information gathering and traditional bases of authority. While figures like Huey
Long, Father Coughlin, and Franklin Roosevelt have received much attention for their
shrewd use of the airwaves, an equal if not greater force of persuasion was its
advertisers. The American audience accepted commercial messages into their homes
on a daily basis, and, as in politics, could at times protest their methods and very
existence.
The two fields, however, were not entirely similar. Although some
advertising firms were headed by strong individuals, some even with political ties,
neither the executive nor the firm was a monolithic force. It would also be erroneous
to always conceive of ad agencies in the aggregate sense. There were, however,
distinct techniques and attitudes they shared. There were also certain pressures that
they faced. The purpose of this study, then, is to reveal thcsc commonalities, and
how thcy cxpressed themselves in thc advertiscments sent into millions of homes
during thc thirties and forties.
Advertising has long becn a subjcct of scorn for scholars and public alikc,
usually for its apparcnt wastcfulncss and manipulation. But such critiqucs havc
obscurcd thc subtcxt, and thus vast influcncc. ofthc ads. Morc complctc analyscs
havc rcvcaled thc varicty of motives and cultural valucs inhcrcnt in advcrtiscmcnts.
Sociologist Danicl Bcll. for cxamplc. has citcd advcrtising in thc rcvcrsal of
Protestant ideologies like thrift and self-dcnial. Hc has gonc cvcn furthcr. howcvcr.
,
arguing that the forces of Modernism and the capitalist system were part of that
process. Other notable scholars, such as Roland Marchand, Jackson Lears, and
Thomas Frank, have shown advertisers' ability both to respond to an audience's
preferences and to impose new values and ways of thinking upon it.
None of the foregoing works, however, has dealt primarily with radio ads.
Based on figures alone, radio might appear as a mere stepping-stone between print
and television. A financial statement from McCann-Erickson showed at least three
times more money spent on newspapers and magazines than radio until at le~st 1955,
at which point print and television expenditures both outpaced those of radio. I Radio
advertising, however, was a unique entity and a rich source of study in two key
respects. First, it reached a larger and more diverse audience than print. Second, ad
agencies were in charge of writing radio programs. These qualities created an
unusually persuasive tool for advertisers, but also conflicts in the messages they
broadcast.
In some instances, the ads espoused modernity, encouraging ideals like
scientific rationality and authority. At other points, they revealed an adherence to
emotion and tradition. Finally, they were overtly governed by the logic of
capitalism, both in maximizing profits and pleasing the audience. Broadly stated,
these conflicting impulses manifested three distinct tensions: highbrow versus
lowbrow culture. rational yersus irrational appeals, and crcatiyity \WSuS authority.
1 Lawrence W. Lichty and ~f31achi C. Tl~pping. Amcric,;n Bro,;,k"stil;g: A Soura Book 011 the History
ofRaJio ,mJ Te!cl'isioll (}.;cw Y(1rk: Hastings H(1usc. 19i5), 256.
..,
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Taken together, these IDeologies in 1930s and 1940s radio advertisements were a
microcosm for many of the cultural divides in the larger American society.
Organizing a New Forum:
Although advertisers would by the 1930s and 1940s exert tremendous control over
radio, their presence throughout the 1920s was relatively limited. Networks had not
yet been formed, and thus large advertising firms were hesitant to invest in a medium
that could have remained local in character, or reverted back to the domain of
hobbyists and the military. By the mid thirties, however, there had been ample proof
of its enormous possibilities. Advertisers had access to a medium with an even
greater audience than print and to an industry whose profitability could defy the Great
Depression.
The Modest Beginnings of Radio Advertising
In his Advertising the American Dream: Making 1Vay for Modernity, 1920-1940,
Marchand broadly recounted the early history of radio and how it became involved
with advertising firms. As he explained, advertisers viewed radio in its early stages
with a form of reverence, owing in large part to its beginnings as an expensive device
only the upper class could afford. Combating the melodramatic conception of
advertisers seizing and perverting the medium, he cited articles from the 1920s
showing the reluctance of advertisers first to enter the field of radio at all. and later to
utilize direct selling methods. Until 1927. he argued. most advertisers considered it
4
acceptable only for a company to sponsor a program, like the Eveready Hour, which
entailed placing its name in the title.2
A program from the following year featuring the Ipana Troubadours clearly
demonstrated the hesitance of sponsors to aggressively push their products on the
radio during this period. This show featured primarily music and, unlike those of the
following decade, advertised only at the beginning and conclusion of the program.
The prose of the commercials had an almost ingratiating tone, sounding fearful of
even the slightest listener backlash. For example, a passionless announcer opened the
program with the following: "And now the privilege of being your guest is requested
by the Meadows Manufacturing Company of Bloomington Illinois, who ask to bring
into your home.... "3 Although the commercial went on to praise the virtues of the
Meadows Select A Speed Washer, one witnesses the reluctance of radio advertisers to
intrude upon the sanctity of the home, and a bow to the listener for allowing the
announcer entrance.
Despite this evidence showing the limited intrusiveness of advertising in the
early stages of radio broadcasting, other historians have offered some examples of
companies that pushed the boundaries of mere sponsorship. For instance, while the
Palmolive Hour did not have any direct commercials during the 1920s, it featured
singers conspicuously named Paul Oliver and Olive Palmcr. For the most part,
howevcr. product promotion was far from aggrcssive throughout this pcriod, and
: Roland ~1archand. AdnTtising the American Dream: .\foking Way/or .\fodemity. 1920-1940 (Los
Anc.eles: Uni\ersitv ofCalifomi a Press. 1985),88-89.
3 ~teadows Select .\ Speed Washer :\d\ertisel1lent. "Ipa113 Troubadours" 1928. ~luseul1l ofTcle\"isiol1
and Radio. R76:0353. Xew York (tral1scribed by autl10r). ~luseu111 ofTelc\"ision and Radio hcrcaltcr
referred to as ~ ITR.
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companies usually had special reasons for trying sponsorship. The ginger ale-
sponsored "Cliquot Club," for example, embraced radio not to provide a direct boost
in sales, but predominantly as a means of stopping the mispronunciation of its name.4
Thus, the business of radio advertising began as a predominantly timid one, a
trend that would continue until the mid-thirties. With the creation of the National
Broadcasting Company (NBC) in 1926, however, the humble beginnings of the
medium gave way to a consolidated, efficient, and immensely profitable enterprise.
In Selling Radio: the Commercialization ofAmerican Broadcasting, 1920-1934
(1994), Susan Smulyan assumed the difficult task of identifying the myriad factors at
work in the commercialization of radio in the United States. Her research cited a
combination of such elements as the expansive geography of America, the lack of
significant government regulation, and a public fear of another monopolized
technology like the telephone.s
While this last factor might appear foolish in light of the oligopolistic
structure under NBC and the Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS), one must
consider that American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T) not only owned its own
station (WEAF, New York), but in 1922 also became the first company to sell radio
advertising time. It dubbed the process "toll broadcasting," and quickly found a
buyer in the Queensboro Corporation, owner of a Jackson Heights apartment complex
in New York. This commercial, like that of the Meadows Speed Washer. was
noticeably solicitous ofaudience acceptance and thus wove the ad into a passage on
4 Susan Smulyan. Selling Radio: The Commcrciali:arioll (~rAn;cricall Broadcastil;g, 19::0-1934
(\\'ashingtl'n: Smithsonian Institution Press. 1994), 103, 106.
~ Smulyan. Selling RL1dio. 62-63.
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the anniversary of Nathaniel Hawthorne's death. It cleverly fused descriptions of
their apartments with the yearnings of the famous author in such lines as, "This sort
of residential environment strongly influenced Hawthorne, America's greatest writer
of fiction.,,6 While this advertisement did not necessarily establish the
commercialization ofradio, it demonstrated a workable approachto funding stations.
AT&T also offered the industry a means of sending long distance signals,
which would allow for the formation of a network system. In its negotiations with
General Electric and Westinghouse (the other two companies forming the Radio
Corporation of America (RCA) patent pool), AT&T surrendered its rights to radio
equipment production. This agreement did not, however, prevent the company from
leasing its telephone wires for use by radio broadcasters. It was this method the
company used in 1922 for the first commercial, and one that would later allow David
Sarnoff of RCA to realize his vision of a nationalized system. Thus, while AT&T
ultimately withdrew from radio, selling WEAF to RCA in 1926 and merely leasing
the use of its lines to companies like the National Broadcasting Company from then
on, the structure of radio broadcasting was far from solidified until that time. 7
A monopoly also seemed increasingly likely because of the exorbitant costs of
broadcasting. In a 1927 Poplllar Radio article Orrin E. Dunlap estimated that the
combined production and artist fees for a show like the Cliquot Club Eskimos would
be around 5202.800 a year. Citing such large outlays of capital required by the radio
industry. the editor of the periodical felt that the funding of "business concerns:'
I- Erik Bamouw. A Histo,-y (?(Broadcasting ill the L'lIited States. \"01. I. A TOlrcr ill Bahel (i'\cw York:
Oxford Uni\'crsity Prcss. 1966). 110-111.
. Donald G. G0dfrcy and Frcdcric A. Lcigh. cds.. Hi5to,-ic,]/ DictiOli,n'Y (:(Amcric,J/1 Radio (\\'cstP'lrt.
Conn.: Grccll\\N\d Prcss. 1995). 7; S1l1ulyan. Selling Ra.iio. 54. 5S.
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which encompassed both advertising agencies and sponsors, was ultimately beneficial
for the audience. Listeners, he argued, prized the entertainment these sponsors
provided, and had to in return accept a commercialized system to pay for it.8
The Ad Agency Coup
Although AT&T had surrendered in the fight over the physical infrastructure of the
airwaves, networks would likewise relinquish control over content to ad agencies. By
the mid 1930s, advertising firms still relied on the sponsors to provide capital and the
networks to lease airtime, but were themselves in charge of the writing, arranging,
and securing of talent for shows.9 As historian Erik Barnouw has described in the
first volume of his A HistOl)' ofBroadcasting in the United States series, advertising
agencies were arranging so much of the sales for networks and receiving such high
commissions that by 1931 networks let them assume control of programming. This
environment naturally favored large firms with substantial budgets, and thus many
print advertising agencies extended their operations to include radio. By 1929
powerhouse print finns like Lord and Thomas, N.W. Ayer and Son, 1. Walter
Thompson, Young and Rubicam, Benton and Bowles, and Blackett-Sample-Hummert
had all become involved in radio. lo
The rise to control of advertising finns in radio programming bore striking
resemblance to their earlier expansion within periodicals. In the ninctccnth century,
~ Orrin E. Dunlap, Jr.. "Who Pays the Broadcastcr?," in American Broadcasting: A Source Book 011 the
Hisrory ofRadio and Tele\'ision, cds. La\\Tcnce W. Licht)' and ~falachi C. Topping (New York:
Hastinl:!s House, 1975),217-219.
Q Lyn G0n11an and David ~fcLean. ,\fedia and Socie~\' in rhe TlI"CIirierh Cenrury: A Hisrorical
llirroduClion (:-'Ialden, ~lass.: Blackwell Publishing. 2003), 51.
III Erik Ban1ouw, A Hisrory (~rBroadcasring in rlie L"nircd Sr,1rcs, vol. I. A TOIrer in Bahel (New Yt~Tk:
Oxford Uni\'ersity Press, 1966),239: Stcphcn Fox, The ,\fin'or ,\fakas: A Hisrory (~fAmericall
AdrO"rising ,iii) irs Cre,1rors (~ew YNk: Willial11 ~Iorrow and Comrany, 1984), 154-159.
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as historian Daniel Pope explains, ad agencies acted as mere brokers of print space
for their sponsors. Not long after, enterprising ad agents began to buy large quantities
of space in magazines, and then solicit clients on a nation-wide scale. With this new
expansion of activity and the charging of larger commissions, these agencies
convinced their sponsors to cede them more control. In radio, advertising agencies
similarly packaged programs complete with advertising, then sold them to national
networks. The crucial difference, however, was that the ad agency had little or no
hand in the content of the magazine; in radio, the agency could play puppeteer with
its talent. ll
Although advertising firms had gained substantial control over the messages
broadcast to millions of listeners each day, they would remain cautious in using the
same techniques, and the same intensity, of their print ads for the next few years.
One of the often-cited reasons of both contemporary observers and modem-day
historians was the lack of accurate ratings data. A 1930 Fortune article highlighted
two issues conceming the slow acceptance of advertising, one being audience size.
According to the author, the best information was currently available from the
Crossley Company. This data indicated that actual radio use was three-fourths of the
total number of radios, and an hour-by-hour brcakdown showed the pcak hour to bc 9
p.m. The key weakness of thc figurcs, howcvcr, was that they could not indicate how
many pcoplc wcrc listcning to the sponsor's program: the author thus concluded that
it was largely a mattcr of thc show's qual ity in cnsuring high and consistent ratings. 12
i 1 ~Iardland. Adl"atising the Amaic,]Il Drcam. 39: Daniel P0rC, The .\faking (~(.\{odem AdnTtisi"g
(i\cw )'0rk: Basic B00ks, Inc. 1983), lIS. 12i.
1: "Radi0 Ad\cl1ising:' Fortlme. Dcccmhcr 1930, 65-6i.
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The Crossley system, or the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting (CAB) as it
was also known, was indeed somewhat primitive in its methods. It relied on a system
of telephone interviews, in which the random listener would indicate his or her
preferences based on what he or she could remember. Its successor, however, was
based on a similar process, and was not an overwhelming improvement. Invented in
1934 by C. F. Hooper, this alternate method, dubbed "Hooperatings," also relied on
systematic phone calls, but instead inquired what the listener had dialed on the radio
at that moment. 13
Although a combination of the two methods could yield valuable information,
one for measuring popularity and the other for impact, many industry experts yearned
for a better technique. A survey of popular magazines throughout the I 930s revealed
a persistent dissatisfaction with both Crossley ratings and Hooperatings, notably
because 57 percent of American homes still lacked phones. 14 Several of the articles
indicated the attempts at building meters to be placed in the home, registering the
shows selected by each individual household. These efforts eventually culminated in
the audimeter, an invention perfected and promoted by the A.c. Nielsen Company, a
name for which ratings data would become virtually synonymous in television. The
articles describing these efforts, however, were not from the early thirties, but instead
from as late as 1939. Thus, while the uncertainty in audience makeup no doubt
P "Chccking Radio Chcckups:' Bllsi,;e5s Week. 28 ~Iay 1938.36-3 i: Erik Bamou\\". A rh~to,.y 4
BroaJcastil1g in the L'nited States. \'01. 2. The Golden Weh (Xc\\" York: Oxford Uninrsity Press.
1968).68: Smu!yan. Selling Radio. 122.
14 "Yoter: SPl111S0rs Call Check. Listcners Call Hcckle Pwgral1ls:' Sew.orak. 27 February 193 i. 40.
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undermined the confidence of advertisers, sponsors, and radio stations, it was not a
problem confined merely to the beginning stages of radio advertising development. IS
The other topic of the 1930 Fortune article, the question of "Does Radio
Sell?" captured a more significant impediment for industry players, including
advertising firms. In the view of the writer, the answer was indeed an affirmative, not
only in the traditional methods of goodwill and institutional advertisement, but also as
a means of direct sales. The article then provided examples of the successes of early
campaigns like the George Ziegler Company; makers of Betty Jane candies. After
five weeks of radio advertising, the company had sold twenty-seven tons of its candy
in its home territory of the Mid-West. 16 This issue of advertising effectiveness was
likely a greater contributor to the hesitant quality of early advertising, since sponsors
probably waited until the early to mid-thirties to have confidence in the benefits
accruing to the early entrants.
One notable industry pioneer, however, would not idly accept this wait-and-
see policy. George Washington Hill, chainnan of American Tobacco, was one of the
few leaders of a large finn willing to try radio advertising in the late twenties. As an
experiment in September 1928, he asked Lord and Thomas, his advertising agency, to
halt all other forms of advertising other than radio. Then president Albert Lasker was
similarly adventurous, and agreed. As they both soon discovered, sales of American
Tobacco's Lucky Strike cigarettes increased by 48 percent O\'er the next two months.
Subsequently, Lord and Thomas became heavily involved in producing programs on
1~ "Radio\oler," Time. 1 ~Iarch 1937.51-52; "Checking Radio Checkups." 36-37; "Plan I"ew Check-
Ups (111 Radil).'· Busincss Week. 19 August 1939.26-27.
I~ "Radio Ad\Crtising.'· Forfw;c. Deccml'er 1930.67.'
11
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NBC, notably Amos 'n' Andy for Pepsodent and The Story ofMary Marlin for
Kleenex. l ? As Lasker demonstrated, figures like Hill no doubt set a precedent for the
possibilities of radio advertising, convincing more and more firms to enter the field as
word gradually spread.
While one might quickly attribute the rise of late twenties as the start of
advertiser dominance in radio, the industry at that time still fell under the watchful
eye of the government. In January of 1932, Senator James Couzens submitted a
resolution that scrutinized the existing broadcasting system, posing such questions as:
"What plans'might be adopted to reduce, to limit, to control, and, perhaps, to
eliminate the use of radio facilities for commercial advertising purposes."IS In a 1932
issue of Business Week, however, the writer remarked that advertisers and
broadcasting companies were not worried. It was too difficult, these industry insiders
felt, to regulate which forms of advertising would be allowed and for which
programs. The Federal Radio Commission hearings confirmed their intuitions. The
Commission's report, in answer to Senator Couzens' eleven questions, decided that
advertising was an integral part of the American system of broadcasting, and in so
doing granted a new measure of freedom to advertising agencies. 19
-- - - -
Later that same year, both CBS and NBC allowed the direct mention of prices
over their stations. Whereas they had previously confined talk of specific prices to
the morning hours. both companies decided that with regulation this facet of the
17 Fox. Thc .\firmr .\fakers. 154; Edd Applegate. cd.. Thc Ad .\fcn and JromClI: A Biographical
Dictionary a/Adl'ertising (Westport. Conn.: Greenwood Press. 1994).211.
IF Federal Radio Commission. Commercial Radio Adl'atising (Washington. D.C.: GPO. 1932). y. in
Special Rq,orts OIl American Bm,;de.1Sfing: J93~-J947.
I" "~eitherSponsors ~or Stations Heed Radio Listeners' Grumbling:' Business Week. 10 February
1932.18-19.
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advertisement could be tasteful. The impetus for this change, however, was fueled by
the competition between the networks and the increasing demands of George
Washington Hill. Eager to mention the low-cost of his Cremo cigars, Hill reached a
deal with CBS, providing an edge for the network and contributing to the change in
policy. Thus, 1932 appeared to be the clearest turning point in the transformation of
radio advertising. Although advertisers would still face various forms of opposition
throughout the thirties and forties, they would no longer be subject to any significant
external or internal limits on their activities.20
Besides gaining substantial freedom of operation, ad agencies also reaped
enormous economic benefits from their radio activities. In 1931, both the
broadcasting and advertising businesses were booming, with estimates placing the
combined revenues of NBC and CBS at $17.4 million, and the expenditures of
advertising firms at S150 million?\ A Time article from 1936 chronicled the planned
expenditures of some of the largest radio advertisers. Proctor and Gamble topped the
list, with a projected sum ofS3 million for NBC time.22 As these figures indicate,
radio flourishcd during thc Grcat Dcprcssion. As an assistant general managcr for
Lord and Thomas and cvcntual co-foundcr of Benton and Bowles, William Bcnton
latcr recalled that hc did substantial radio busincss throughout the pcriod. In his
:,i "Radio Chains Rclax Rules 011 Priee Talks," Business Week. 21 Scptcmber 1932. 10; I3amouw. A
TOlrcr ill Babel. 239.
:1 "Radio Ad\Crtising Hcadcd for $150 ~lilli(1ns in 1931," Business freck. 12 August 1931. 10.
:: "Free Show," Tim!." 31 August 1936. 3i -38.40-43.
1"'
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words, he "didn't know the Depression was going on," and his "income doubled
every year. ,,23
As such a pervasive medium, radio could reach a wider spectrum of
Americans, including those of different social and economic strata, as well as those
who did not read. While the Great Depression might have limited the market for the
device, figures indicate that families with radio sets actually increased from 10.25
million in 1929 to 27.5 million in 1939.24 Furthermore, studies conducted by NBC
and CBS in 1937 showed that rural families listened about roughly the same amount
as their urban counterparts. Although the data is scarce, or possibly biased by the
networks, it demonstrates that radio was indeed a popular phenomenon.25
Commercialization and the Mixing of Messages:
By the mid thirties advertising agencies had both the resources and the freedom to
persuade consumers, which they often used to promote a modem, consumption-based
lifestyle, With this power, however, they had also inherited the warring forces of art
and commerce. From a review of the advertisements they broadcasted, one could see
this divide in roughly three categories: highbrow versus lowbrow culture, rational
versus irrational appeals, and the creative temperament versus the corporate
mentality. These basic conflicts operated to various degrees, but almost always
:, Studs Terkel. Hard Times: All Oral History ofthe Great Depressioll (New York: Pantheon Books.
1970). 67-6S.
:~ U.S. Bureau of the Census. HL~torieal Stall:stics (~(the L'lIited States: Colonial Times to 1957.
Washinc.ton. D.C.. 1960. Library of Conc.ress Card No. A 60-9150.
:, Ronald R. Kline. Consumers ill the Co~mt,.y: Technology and Social Change ill Rur<11 AmcriL'o
(Baltil11l'fe: J0hns Ih~rkins L'ni\ersity Press. 2000). 126.
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produced a check on the ideology espoused in radio advertisements of the thirties and
forties.
Modernity and the Consumption Ethic
Marchand has provided a broad framework deciphering ads from this period. In
short, he has convincingly argued that advertising agents in the early twentieth
century assumed a socioeconomic role he termed "apostles of modernity." By
promoting a modem lifestyle in their ads, they informed the public of new realities
like rationalization, bureaucratization, vanishing individuality, and the loss of
traditional sources of authority. His work also touched upon the advertiser's
psychology of breeding an "ethic of consumption" into consumers, luring them into
desiring mass-produced products.26
Similar to the "ethic of consumption" described by Marchand, Daniel Bell has
traced the reversal of American values caused by an acceptance of modernity. Bell's
work, however, also includes a broader overview of its effect on culture, and its roots
in the capitalist system. In his view, the capitalist creation of mass production,
advertising, and installment buying all helped dissolve the fundamental Protestant
ethic of delayed gratification and frugality. FurthernlOre, in the early to mid twentieth
century the bourgeoisie paradoxically accepted Modernism, a movement intended as
an attack on it. As an ideology in praise of the avant-garde, however, a modernist
culture was grossly incompatible with capitalism. It proffered a lack of authority, and
an emphasis on experience. In Bell's words, the system requires one "to be 'straight'
:'Rl1I3nd Marchand. Adl'erli5ing I/;e Amerieall Dre,lIl1: .\faking Way.!;)" .\fodemily. 19:0-/940 (los
Angeles: l'ni\Crsily l1fCa1ifomia Press. 1(85), 2.4.9,
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by day and a 'swinger' by night." These kinds of tensions, which he groups under the
title of "the cultural contradictions of capitalism," were present below the surface of
d' d' 27many ra 10 a vertIsements.
Highbrow versus Lowbrow
As ads from the thirties and forties reveal, agents incorporated many of their own
conceptions of middle-class life into their commercials. From the ads themselves one
can see the emphasis on the modem lifestyle, a distinctly bourgeois phenomenon.
Since most agents were from the middle class, and because of the aforementioned
uncertainty in the makeup of the radio audience, it seemed only natural that they
would incorporate these messages in their work. As a 1941 university textbook on
advertising revealed, however, there was also an economic incentive. The authors
referenced a government study showing that 50 percent of families with incomes
above the median accounted for 70 percent of the sales in the United States.28
Yet another textbook from the same year warned, however, that radio
advertisers had both shifting and heterogeneous audiences. Makers of disposable
products like cigarettes and toothpaste were heavy advertisers, yet the users of their
products did not fall into one particular social or economic demographic. Thus, as the
author described, advertisers employed techniques like "variety hours," which would
hopefully appeal to both men and women, and the use of different styles of copy to fit
the tone of the program. They also relied heavily on audience testing to detenlline
who was Iistening when. and the most effective products that could be promoted in
:- Danicl Bell. The CIi/tlm]/ Contr,]dicrions (~'-CaJ1italisl11 (l':cw York: Basic Bo(\ks. 1996).65. 6S-69.
-,1_,
:~ Arthur Brcwstcr and IIcr\.1crt PaImcr. h;troductilJllto Adl'atising (l\cw York: ~tcGraw·llili. 1941).
492.
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those time frames. As these techniques demonstrate, advertisers were not merely
imposing their middle-class values on the public, but were particularly aware of and
responsive to its habits and preferences.29
From the radio advertisements themselves, one can see the ways they were
tailored to the public. One method of radio advertisers utilized a tabloid style to
achieve a confessional or gossip-style tone. These commercials offered scenes of
people, particularly women, talking about others and commenting on their social
dilemmas. For example, a 1937 ad for Lux Toilet Soap presented a conversation
between two women--Oot and Margie. Dot initiated the gossiping by telling Margie
how she saw a woman named Evelyn back with her boyfriend Jack, after they had
stopped seeing each other. As Dot went on to explain to an incredulous Margie,
Evelyn began using Lux Toilet Soap, causing her skin to improve and her relationship
to blossom into a "real romance." After they had finished talking, the commercial
then assumed a voyeuristic quality through the words of the announcer. He indicated
that he had observed the scene by immediately echoing Dot's words of "a real
romance." This technique no doubt served to heighten the experience of
eavesdropping on the characters, while at the same time creating a greater intimacy
between the listener and the announcer. 30
Involvement in the process of program building also demanded to some extent
that advertisers follow the tone of the programming. Consequently. with radio's use
of entertainment forms like vaudeville, products could be advertised in \\'ays vastly
:0 Harry Hcpncr. Ej1ixti\'c Ad\'cTtising (~cw York: :-.tcGraw-Hill. 1941). ~f5. ~n,
.',1 Thc Lilx Radio Thc'iltrc: 1930-, (Amcrican i\loyic Classics. ~OO1). tape 3. s0und cassette (transcribed
byautl10r).
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different from their portrayals in print. For instance, car manufacturers frequently
employed highly stylized and upper-class representations of their vehicles in
magazine ads to promote both the prestige of their product and a desire to consume.31
This was certainly translated to a degree into radio through sponsorship of classical
music. In October 1934, General Motors began sponsoring a sixty-piece symphonic
orchestra over NBC, and Ford announced that it would begin funding the Ford
Symphony on CBS. A commercial from Ford's "Fifteen Minutes on the Open Road,"
however, stood in stark contrast to its high-class image. In it, the show's main
characters Ken and Marjorie encounter their Scottish cousin Angus, who proceeds to
tell them about his new car that runs on "one wee gallon of gas." At the conclusion
of the advertisement, Ken said he would have bought a Ford V-S, upon which Angus
exclaimed, "Ford V-S? Why, man, the Ford V-S is the very car I bought myself."
Such unintelligent characters surely did not fit the upper-class aura that Ford and
N.W. Ayer and Son desired in its print campaign, but they were likely necessary for
the continuity and entertainment value of the program.32
Writing these conflicting types of copy, however, was not always an easy task
for advertisers. While some had backgrounds in sales, many ad agents were trained
in profcssions like joumalism and education, which could produce an inner artistic
strugglc. The field of radio advcrtising was cspccially trying bccausc critics dccricd
the bascncss of advertising and thc contcnt of thc radio programs, both of which
agcnts produccd. In a 1935 articlc for The COllllI/omreal, A. M. Sullivan struck this
,I ~farchand. AdnTtisillg the American Dream. 157, 338.
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sort of dual blow with the following: "Since the national advertiser is not going to aid
the cultural growth of radio, the broadcasters must exhibit a more intelligent attitude
toward the 'sustaining features'." Sustaining programs were shows without a
sponsor, their costs being covered by the networks, which held the promise of higher
forms of content like classical music.33
The agents sometimes expressed the same kind of frustrations. James Rorty, a
former agent for a large New York ad agency, was a harsh critic of the advertising
industry, particularly its structure. In a 1926 article for the Nation, he commented
upon the dominance of business interests in the medium, and how it created "the
present preposterous and imbecile condition of radio broadcasting in this country."
Like many of his educated, middle-class colleagues, Rorty wanted higher forms of
cultural content on the radio not only for himself, but for the benefit of the public. He
could, however, border on the extreme in his leftist philosophy. The ideologies of
Thorstein Veblen and Karl Marx infused his work, and he served as one of the
original editors of the Marxist New Masses magazine. In spite of his biases,
however, he provided a well-argued mixture of social theory and cultural criticism.34
In Our Master's Voice, a highly articulate condemnation of the advertising
business, Rorty highlighted two conflicts being waged in the field, both serving to
tamish the commercialization of radio. First. radio was by the mid thirties embroiled
1, ~farchand, Ad"crtisilig the American Dream, :9-32; A.~1. SulliYan, "Radio and Vaudc\"illc Culturc,"
Co I7l I7lOl1lfea" 13 August, 1935, 178.
lJ Jamcs Rorty, "Frcc-Air: A Strictly Imaginary Educati0nal I3roadcast," Xati(JIl, 9 ~farch 1932,280;
"Currcnt ~ tagazincs," XCll" ror,l; Timcs, 2 ~fay 1926, I3R23.
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in a dispute with print media, one described as no less than a "press-radio war. ,,35
Newspapers became one of the earliest critics of radio, irate at the questionable
information being supplied over the airwaves. A 1931 article indicated that the
American Newspaper Publisher's Association wanted radio news broadcasts to be
monitored by the same organizations that assured the validity of the press. As a show
of their discontent, newspapers dropped the names of sponsors from their
programming schedules. While both sides eventually reached an agreement in 1934
by establishing the Press-Radio Bureau, it would prove only tentative, for news
services, such as Transradio, continued to provide local stations with unauthorized
news reports. A greater, but not final, resolution came in the late 1940s, as many
newspapers obtained radio licenses or purchased radio stations.36
It is difficult, however, to disentangle the motives of the press in attacking
radio news broadcasting. Radio stations might have indeed been sending specious
reports to thousands of listeners, but they were also stealing valuable business from
newspapers and magazines. In 1933, it was estimated, NBC and CBS had increased
their revenues by thirty-five percent; magazines had gains of only twenty-one percent.
To make matters worse, NBC and CBS began heavy promotion of radio's superiority,
commissioning studies to show that people werc more "car-mindcd" than "eye-
minded. ,,37 Whi Ie such reports indicate that profits werc a concem for both prcss and
radio. the quality of radio programming was obviously an important issue as well.
3~ Jamcs Rorty. Ou,. .\fastCl"·s !"oicc (~Cw York: John Day Company. 1934). 265-278: "Radio Against
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The second of Rorty's criticisms, echoing the complaints of many, was the
radio industry's failure to promote educational content. Whereas in 1929 Merlin
Aylesworth, president of NBC, had declared, "We have only made a beginning in the
adaptation ofradio to the field of education," by 1934 many of the networks'
educational directors had little control over programming decisions.38 The very
nature of network broadcasting had also spelled ruin for many college stations, and
estimates at the time showed that only thirty oflow power remained.39
Finally, radio writing had been largely stripped of artistic expression, as a
dramatized 1937 article in the Saturday Evening Post indicated. According to the
author, he became interested in radio drama and secured a job writing a show for a
chewing gum sponsor. When discussing the potential for creativity in the job he
quipped, "[T]his idea of using chewing gum as the basic material for a drama is both
interesting and original." As the story progressed, however, his work was
increasingly censored by the advertising agency. It demanded he remove all jokes
about the negative qualities of the gum, all political references, and asked him to
replace "stomach" with a less vulgar-sounding word. At the conclusion of the article,
his work had been stripped of all its artistry, and completely rewritten by a different
author.40 Such stories, while exa!!!!erated, reflected the conflictin!! demands of
~~ ~
writers in radio for creative self-expression and the need to please the sponsors.
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As Marchand indicated, however, advertising agents could find fulfillment in
their perceived economic necessity. Providing manufacturers with more visibility,
they felt, would allow consumers to purchase from the best producers, which would
allow those companies greater economies of scale, which would in tum lower prices
and raise the standard of living for all. In radio, advertisers expressed the same
concept. As E.P.J. Shurick, director of advertising and promotion for KMBC of
Kansas City, intimated in 1946, "through increased sales, brought on by advertising,
the economies of mass production are put to work.,,41
Beyond economics, advertisers' control of content in radio seemed to provide
an additional sense of pride for advertisers. Although they were producing what they
considered lower forms of culture, many ad men felt could feel they were meeting the
public's demands, and that advertising was a necessary part of this process. Figures
from the University of Denver's National Opinion Research Center in 1947 showed
that 82 percent of American listeners thought the radio industry was doing a good job,
and 62 percent preferred advertising to its absence. In A Preface to Advertising, a
collection of articles originally appearing in the trade publication Printer's Ink, author
and adman Mark O'Dea also derided the English system of government-sponsored
broadcasting. He believed that "the public is indebted to advertisers and stations"
becausc "no programs are finer or offered in more profusion than in the United
States'" Although thc avcrage listener did not fully understand the link betwcen
JI E.P.J. Shurick. The Firsl Qu,;rtcr Cmllil")' (?{Amcricon Bro,ldc'lsling (I\.ansas City: ~fidland
Publishing Ct'l11pany. 1(46). 153: ~f3n:hand. Ad\'crll~~ing the Amcri,wl DrC,II11• .:!. 4.
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popular content and advertising, he claimed, they valued better entertainment and
h . I 41t us a commerCIa system. -
While the upper and middle classes bemoaned the low cultural taste being
broadcast in shows and advertisements, the network system of radio was actually
working to solidify it. Since radio could reach a much larger demographic, and since
the same types of shows were being broadcast everywhere, a national culture began to
overtake the ethnic, racial, and other minority influences on society. In a study of
Chicago communities during the thirties, Lizabeth Cohen provided a case study of
how ethnic radio became more commercial and network radio gained more converts,
both serving to create a greater homogenization of American culture. An historian of
radio, Susan J. Douglas, described well how radio fueled the "process whereby
people identified themselves, and their relations to others, through the consumerist
. f .. ,,43mlITor 0 taste prelerences.
This process theoretically opened the door for the ascendancy of either upper
or lower cultural tastes. Since the network and advertiser system wanted the largest
possible audience, however, the more popular fonns like vaudeville and soap operas
won out. As historian Thomas Frank has shown, the advertising industry was
especially effective in its co-optation of popular culture. Thus, while advertisers in
the thirties and forties wove explicit notions of conformity into their copy, their
J: "TI1C Re\"olt Ac.ainst Radio:' Fortulic, ~Iareh 194i. 4-5: Mark O·Dca. A Prefacc to Adl'ertisill~
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Cambridge Uni\'crsity Press. 1990).325-333: Susan J. Douglas. ListcniT;g In: Radio mid the American
Im.lgin.lIitm (~ew York: Random Housc. 1999).
dedication to profits and efficiency required at least a partial inclusion of public
tastes.44
Rationality versus Irrationality
The creation of advertisements, however, required a mediation of this strict ideal,
fluctuating between appeals to rationality and appeals to irrationality. Many
advertisements reflected a desire for the modem society where logical arguments by
experts would be accepted as gospel. A 1935 article for Advertising Age, a popular
trade journal, summarized the views ofa customer researcher for General Motors that
"newspapers, magazines, radio, and a thousand other factors have changed the
unsophisticated consumer of a generation ago into someone who knows plenty about
everything." The ads, however, did not strictly adhere to this ideal, and played upon
the fear and insecurity of the audience. While it might have seemed a means to an
end for ad agents, it ironically helped to promote a degree of irrationality in society,
and the use of persuasive appeals was never completely abandoned.45
One of these appeals to emotion, which Marchand described as a parable, was
to emphasize the importance of first impressions. A commercial for Fleischmann's
Yeast applied the same technique to radio, featuring a girl thumbing through the
classified ads. After finding ajob listing requiring an "attractive appearance," she
immediately despaired and decided not even to apply. The announcer then offered
the solution to her problem in the fonn of Fleischmann's Yeast, which he claimed
u TIlOJl1aS Frank. The Conquest o.(Cool: Business Culture. Countcrculture. and the Rise (:(Hill
Consumerism (Chicago: Uni\'crsity of Chicago Prcss. 1997). 7-S.
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would cure her "skin trouble.,,46 Similar to the advertisements filling the pages of
periodicals, radio commercials eased the transition to a modern society, where
appearance could become a deciding factor in a relationship or securing a job. In an
age of vanishing individuality, advertisements on the radio often reinforced the same
social requirement of a spotless complexion.47
Other radio advertisements for Fleischmann's Yeast exhibited a "side-by-
side" approach, addressing the listeners' anxieties directly. They first created a sense
of insecurity in the listener based on the perils of modern-day living, then offered the
product to relieve or solve those problems. For instance, in a 1936 presentation of the
Fleischmann's Yeast Hour, well-known announcer Graham McNamee asked the
audience whether they had ever been upset over something, and if they were, they
were probably "run down" and should "take steps to get over it." He further
explained that the "run down" condition was caused by the blood carrying too many
poisons, and that eating three cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast a day would rid the body
of them.48 A cigarette advertisement from the following year followed the same
technique, employing an almost identical symptom. On "Jack Oakie's College,"
announcer Bill Goodwin relayed a "tip for people when they feel tired and
discouraged and need cheering up." The solution, he explained, was to "light up a
Camcl.',49 While the reasons provided by Fleischmann's Yeast \\'ere questionable,
4~ Fleischmann's Yeast Ad\"ertisement, "Fleischmann's Yeast Hour," ;-..1o\"emher ~ I. 1935, ~nR,
R87:0712 (transcrihed by author).
47 Marchand, Ad\'crti5il1g the AmcriClJII Dream, 208·17.
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and the RJ. Reynolds Company merely avoided a reason at all, the commercials
spoke to the faster pace of modem life. In such an environment, Americans could
easily become physically and mentally tired, and often suffered from concocted
afflictions like "neurasthenia.,,50
Beyond minor ailments, some radio advertisements also engaged in "scare
copy," a device that had proven so popular in print forms. In many of these
commercials, a woman ready for marriage would suddenly lose the affection of her
fiance due to some problem with her hygiene. It was this exact scenario that fonned
the basis of a 1935 Lifebuoy ad, which proclaimed the horrors of body odor, or B.O.
As told in the five-minute drama, Ethan Whittier visited his daughter Louise and her
soon-to-be husband Henry in their New York City apartment. Once alone with his
daughter, she began to cry and Ethan had her sit on his lap. As soon as she did, he
could immediately smell the problem, and told her to buy Lifebuoy soap. The
commercial also showed the use of a technique known as folk wisdom, another
example of the highbrow and lowbrow conflict. Thus, in the radio ad, the city
daughter had erroneously bought "fancy perfume soaps," whereas the father from a
rural region of Maine casily surmised and solved thc problcm.51
As many ads from thc pcriod havc dcmonstratcd, agcncics oftcn targctcd
womcn, particularly houscwivcs, as thcir primary audicncc. Whilc some of thcsc
advcrtiscmcnts made dircct, rational appcals to womcn. othcrs crcatcd emotional
5,i~larchand. Adl'ertisillg the Americall Drcam. 93; TJ. Jackson Lcars. So Place o.[Grace:
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attachments to popular programs. In soap operas, for example, ad agencies often
wove commercial messages into the plots. For instance, a 1934 plot line for Today's
Children, a popular daytime serial, witnessed the female stars discussing new kitchen
accessories bearing the exact descriptions of items available on mail order from the
show's sponsor. As historian Marilyn Lavin found in her study of soap operas, many
listeners bought products as a means of supporting the program, ensuring its success.
In a setting where the ad agency terminated a show with a slight slip in ratings,
consumers felt, and in large measure were correct, that they were the key to a
, . I 51program s survlva . -
Other appeals, however, were designed to appeal to the rational side of
audiences, encouraging sound decision-making based on factual information. When
they did, however, they were almost always in opposition to the emphasis on
experience and the pleasure derived from using the product. The Grand Ole Opl)1,
with its commercial announcements for Prince Albert Tobacco, provided an example
of these opposing ideals. As a caricature of southern life, the program contained
characters like "The Judge" and "The Smoky Mountain Boys," who spoke with a
twang and were portrayed as uneducatcd, rural perfonners. In one episodc, howcver,
thc commcrcial announccment proclaimed that "in rcccnt laboratory smoking bowl
tcsts, Princc Albert burncd 86 perccnt cooler than thc averagc of thirty other of the
largest sclling brands tcsted." Such an appeal highlighted the paradox inherent in a
': ~l3rilyn laYin. "Crcating Consumers in the 19305: 1m3 Phillips and the Radio Sl1Jp Opcra:' Joum,1!
(~rCOIi.wmcr RCSC<1rc!; :;:; (1995): 76. Sol.
rationalized capitalist society that primarily values experiences. Thus, a scientific test
was used to prove a sensation of "coolness.,,53
In this mixture of messages, advertisers assumed a social role of dispelling the
fears of the audience. These anxieties, however, were in reality largely attributable to
the system they promoted. The synthesis of these conflicting roles, as Marchand
determined, was a form of therapy for consumers. An advertisement functioned as a
friend to the buyer, recognizing his or her fears and sympathizing with them, but
ultimately advising participation in the modernizing trend through consumption.54
While it may have been therapeutic for the consumer, it could be a source of
contradiction for the advertiser. The capitalist ideal was simultaneously to emphasize
truthful, scientific claims, but also to maximize profits. Thus, the desire to use
rational appeals was often secondary to what compelled consumers to buy. A 1941
handbook for broadcasting students was particularly revealing on this point. In a
chapter on "Writing Commercial Continuity," author Waldo Abbot recommended the
use of persuasive appeals in radio advertisements, offering examples such as
patriotism, property-owning, power, and affection. The text also cited statistics,
claiming that 60 percent of national income is spent on luxury, and thus advertising
should "be addressed more to desire than to fear or necessity." While advertisers
could target rational motives like handiness and dependability of products, Abbot
<, Princc Albcrt Ad\'crtiscll1cnl, "Grand Olc Op~':' Fcbrua~' 7. 194~. ~nR. R:0735.0 (transcribcd by
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stressed that emotional motives like romance, pleasure, and pride would likely be
more effective.55
In choosing between these cross-purposes, advertisers increasingly turned to
the fields of psychology and consumer research. University scholars like Paul
Lazarsfeld and the team of Hadley Cantril and Gordon Allport were popular figures
in the thirties and forties for their research into radio, and both included studies of
advertising in their work. Research such as this was important for the advertising
trade in gauging the effectiveness of certain techniques. Psychology provided a
scientific basis for why consumers behaved certain ways, and what they would
tolerate.
As historian Jackson Lears has described, the Depression reinvigorated the
use of irrational appeals in ads. Whereas advertisers had in the previous decade
worked to remove the raw, "carnivalesque" qualities from products, the thirties and
forties saw a return of performance-based selling modes. The radio was an ideal
medium for these sorts of snake oil techniques, since the listener could now hear the
dramatic renderings of commercial copy. But while there were indeed these fonl1S of
overt selling, playing on the emotions of the audience, radio advertising also
incorporated appeals to economy. In the midst of the Depression, many lower and
middle class Americans reverted back to Protestant frugality. Although many in the
industry still reviled price mcntions. ads often found indirect ways of stressing thc
low-cost ofthcir products. For instancc. in a spot for G. Washington's CofTcc. thc
'; Waldo :\bb,11. nn;J~ook (?f Bro,;Jmsting: limr to Bro,;Jcast E.trcctin-~\· (Xcw Y,1rk: ~lcGr3w-llill.
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announcer tells listeners not to "be afraid of the can or the price," and that "G.
Washington is economical because it ends waste.,,56
Even after the Depression, however, radio advertisements included references
to economy and sometimes the low cost of the item. An ad for Roma Wine in 1945,
for example, stressed the "golden amber, with a rich, nutlike taste," yet also that the
wine was "only pennies a glass" and "uniformly fine quality at a reasonable cost."
Such a discrepancy, especially within the body of the ad, seemed to indicate a deeper
struggle within society. Although advertisers worked to remove inhibitions about
increasing consumption, they encountered a society not entirely prepared to accept
either modernity or the abandonment of frugality.57
Creativity versus Authority
As Thomas Frank has recounted in The Conquest oJCool, advertising agencies in the
thirties and forties were paragons of the bureaucratic ideal. An account like Frederic
Wakeman's The Hucksters, although fictional, captured not only the stifling of
creativity by the ad agency, but the dramatic loss of authority in the field. In essence,
the advertising industry, through its adoption of Modernism, was moving towards
what Daniel Bell has described as "institutionalized rebellion." Try as the agencies
might to impose some standards and rules for their work, they were rendered
inefTcctiYe by the creativc process, and the perpctualnccd to producc ncw, appcaling
. 1"8matcna .'
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One of the most significant debates in the radio advertising field arose over
the amount of exaggeration in commercials, especially ones for medicinal products.
Trade observers in 1935 remarked how radio advertisements offering therapeutic
solutions faced even less regulation than print because it was more difficult both to
verify their claims beforehand, and to challenge their claims after they had aired.
Substantial opposition mounted in the form of the Women's National Radio
Committee (WNRC), a coalition of over ten million women united in an attempt to
censor the messages being broadcast. They were particularly enraged over the
increasing number of laxatives ads, and their depictions of digestive processes.
Statements by Raymond Rubicam, chairman of the American Association of
Advertising Agencies (AAAA), and Anning Prall, chairman of the FCC, also
demonstrated the search for objective standards within the field.
There appeared to be the beginnings of a radio cleanup in 1935, when William
Paley announced that he would not accept any new laxative accounts. In practice,
however, this did not prevent existing clients from continuing their broadcasts, and
many did so. Curative claims had meant big business for network and sponsor alike,
resulting in a seventy-five percent increase in airtime purchase by drug and cosmetics
manufacturers from 1933 to 1934.59
In essence, consumer activists, agency representatives, and the govenlment
called for regulation of radio advertising. but did not remove the impulse of
advertisers to utilize dramatic claims and selling methods. A pamphlet issued by
'" "~Iedi(ine ~Ien Take to the Air," Business Week. 9 Fehruary 1935.9; "Cleaning Ur Radi0:'
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CBS entitled Radio as a Cultural Force analyzed these competing interests, and the
complexities of a commercialized artistic medium. Distilling Paley's testimony
before the Federal Communications Commission on October 17, 1934, it revealed the
competitive structure of radio advertising and admitted that most of the content radio
or advertising produced was for entertainment. Far from bemoaning these practices,
however, he praised it for offering the "finest choice of entertainment in the world."
His stance was predominantly pragmatic, arguing that the public demanded this type
of programming, and that networks and advertisers should therefore provide them
with the best quality. A competitive system, one where sponsors had to produce
fresh, inventive material to maintain an audience, he felt ensured the audience's
acceptance of both advertising and its programming.6o
Other campaigns of the WNRC illustrated this same struggle over the need for
objective standards in radio programs and advertising, but also the desire for new
content. For instance, in 1935 the group screened several shows, granting awards to
the two best sustaining programs and two best commercial programs. They were
particularly strict on the advertised shows, rcmarking that if thc commercials wcre
"too long, too persistent, or [lacked] the fundamcntals of good taste," they would
removc those otherwisc excellcnt programs from the running. In the following year,
howevcr, the executive secretary of the WNRC commented that a way of improving
programs was to secure new talent. Thus. while a group like thc WNRC was a source
k' William Paley. R<1dio As A CU!ti/l"<1! Force (Thc Columbia Br0adcasting. Systcm. 1934).24.
of cultural authority, it also accepted the competitive model of broadcasting, and the
modernist hunger for novel experiences.61
Radio advertisements reflected a similar loss of authority in society. Some
radio ads placed authority in the hands of users, in the form of consumer testimonials.
During a break in an episode of Fibber McGee and Molly, for example, the announcer
read a letter from a woman who used Johnson's Wax her entire life, and immediately
purchased any product lines they introduced.62 Other commercials used the
characters of the program as authorities, without disguising the ads as part of the
program, as was common in soap operas. For instance, after an episode of
Scattergood Baines, the title character gave a commercial extolling Wrigley's
Spearmint gum. Such a device likely increased audience attention to the message,
and possibly provided an attachment to the product based on their fondness for the
show.63
There were also figures designed to appeal primarily to females, like the
beauty expert. A commercial for Phillips Milk of Magnesia beauty creams, which
was part of the daytime show How to Be Charming, provided an excellent example of
the beauty expert. It was read by the host of the show, Ms. Beatrice de Sylvara,
reportedly "one of the five most experienced beauty experts in America." The ad
clearly demonstrated the burden of women to impress their husbands with lines such
as. "When you hear your husband praise the beauty of another woman's complexion,
~1 "\\'olllcn to Judgc Radio Prograllls:' SCII' }'ork Times. 25 Fcbruary 1935.24: "Ad\'icc to ShO\\1l1Cn,"
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doesn't it sometimes make you wonder what he thinks of your skin?" As Marchand
detailed, women were expected in ads such as these to devote the extra time modem
conveniences allowed them for, among other activities, self-beautification.64
As Hollywood programs began to prove their popularity, Lux commercials
seized upon the potential for celebrity authority. After a slow start in New York City,
the 1. Walter Thompson agency by 1935 had moved the Lux Radio Theatre into the
heart of movie production, persuading Cecille B. DeMille to host the program and
popular screen stars to reenact their roles. It became highly successful, as indicated
by an article in Time, and incorporated the celebrities into its commercials. In a 1937
broadcast of "A Farewell to Arms," Josephine Hutchinson interjected into a
discussion with Clark Gable and Adolphe Menjou that she knew "nothing that's
kinder to one's complexion than Lux Soap" and that it had "richly earned its right to
be called the beauty soap of the stars." Aligning herself with the cosmetic not only
conveyed the qualities of the urbane, upper-class sophistication of Hollywood, but it
also displayed Marchand's "Democracy of Goods" parable. Lux soap was a product
used by actresses, the paragons of beauty and wealth, yet was also affordable to the
common consumer.65
In 1935, however, CBS offered a direction for authority in advertisements that
correlated with the traditional corporate ethos. One of the network promotion
exccutivcs. Paul Kcstcn. initiatcd thc shift in a pamphlet entitled You Do What You're
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165.217-22.
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Told. Based on the idea of an appeal to authority such as a doctor or a dentist, it
would soon become a frequent and persuasive appeal of both the radio and print
fields. For example, an advertisement for Dr. Lyon's Toothpaste in 1936 made use of
the technique in its claim that "thousands of women have ceased risking romance and
happiness with dingy, off-color teeth, and are cleaning their teeth the way their dentist
does-that is, with powder.,,66 In this format, the listener experienced not only the
power of first impressions, but also a newfound reliance upon authority that would
suit an increasingly bureaucratized society.67
While this ideology pervaded Madison Avenue for the thirties and forties, it
had enormous difficulty containing radio performers' desire for artistic autonomy.
Under the commercialized system of radio programming, a speaker for each show
inevitably had to assume the role Marchand described as an "apostle of modernity."
Essentially, some human voice had to advocate the specific messages devised by the
ad agencies. Often programs delegated the role to a separate announcer. In shows
like Town Hall Tonight, host Fred Allen usually turned the program over to
announcer Harry Von Zell for Sal Hepatica and Ipana commercials, and in the
Fleischmann's Yeast Hour, Rudy Vallee would frcquently ask Graham McNamee to
take over whenever thc time arose to discuss skin cruptions. 6R
Othcr commercials fcatured anonymous actors to skctch out sccncs.
Howcvcr. many of thcsc still rcquircd thc mediation of the announccr of thc show.
~; Daniel Goodwin. Famous Tooth POlrder Bossy Product [audio filc on-linc]; a\"ailablc from
http://\\\\w.old·timc.com'commcrcia!sidrlyons.html; Intcrnct (transcribcd by author).
~7 ~farchand. Adrertisinl! the American Dream. 359.
~~ Sal Hcpatica and Iran~ Ad\·crtiscmcnt. ''YO\\ll Hall Tonight:' Dcccmbcr 22. 193 i. ~ITR. RS6:0364;
Fleischmann's Ycast Ad\·crtiscmcnt. "Fleischmann's Ycast Hour:' Deccmbcr 13. 1934. ~ITR. Ri6:
0065 (transcril'cd by author).
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thus maintaining their attachment to the advertisement. As a 1936 issue of Time
indicated, even some hosts were forced into the role advertisers desired. In this
article George M. Vos, an advertiser for Texaco Oil, said, "Mr. [Eddie] Cantor is
more than a comedian. He realizes that his job is to sell Texaco products to the
public." 69
Some radio personalities, however, would not be so accommodating. For
instance, newscaster H.V. Kaltenborn, a controversial figure during the thirties for his
anti-labor and anti-Catholic stances, refused to censor himself to please his sponsors.
Based on his reputation as a reporter earned during the Munich Crisis, he gained the
sponsorship of General Mills for a news program in the late thirties. The ad agency
handling the account, Batten, Barton, Durstine, and Osborn, repeatedly asked him to
send written copies of his programs before he aired them, but he consistently denied
these requests. After only thirteen weeks, General Mills dropped him due to his anti-
Nazi statements, remarks which had led to a boycott of the company's flour by
Gennan-American and German-immigrant bakers. 70
The Jack Benny program was one of the vanguards of this departure from the
traditional fonns of advertising. In his programs, Benny would poke fun at the
sponsor's product, or the process of commercialization itself. For instance, after
perfonning an advertisement for Jcll-O with announcer Don Wilson, Benny
remarked, "\Veil, I thought we dragged that in by the heels gracefully. Didn't you
H "Free Show." Time, 31 Aucust 1936.40.
·,1 Da\'id G. Clark. "ILV. Kallenborn and His Sponsors: C0ntroycrsiai Broadcasting and the Spt,ns0r's
Role:' in Amcricall Bro,;,icastilig: A Source Boo~ 011 the History (~(Radio md Tclel"isioll. ad.
La\\TCnCe W. Lichty and :-'Iabchi C. Tl'pping C\ew Yl'rk: Hastings House. 1975).236-244.
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Don?,,71 He also transformed the product into an ironic calling card, introducing
himself with the phrase, "Jell-O again, Mr. Jack Benny talking."n Although Young
& Rubicam ultimately had authority over the fate of the show, the comedic approach
endowed the host with at least some measure of autonomy.
While this subversion of advertiser and sponsor interests no doubt preserved
the images of Kaltenborn and Benny as anti-commercialism, their attacks really did
little to challenge the system. In the end, their fates were still tied to the profitability
of the sponsor, and the rise and fall of the Hooperatings. Networks, the government,
advertising agencies, and even the stars themselves all attempted to place limits upon
advertising messages in the name of good taste, but ultimately none could completely
constrain them.
Conclusion:
The cultural impact of radio during the thirties and forties is beyond comprehensive
historical comprehension. Millions of people listened to this device from different
parts of the world, and from different socioeconomic backgrounds. By analyzing the
ideas and arguments being broadcast, howevcr, onc can gct a bcttcr scnse of how
Amcrica appcarcd, or how peoplc wanted it to appear. Thc study of its advertising in
particular provides a double sourcc of information. By its very nature thc industry
was both rcsponsivc to the populacc and persuasive towards it. Thus. a look at radio
advcrtisers' mcssagcs helps to reveal both thc public and the admcns' consciousness.
-I 1ell-0 Ad\"ertisement. "The 1ell-0 Pwgram:' December 3. 1935. ~HR. R77:0077 (transcribed by
author) .
•; "TO\\ll Hall Tonight:' Dccemr-cr ~~. 1937. ~HR. RS6:0364
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Advertisers were hesitant to overturn the American ideals of thrift and delayed
gratification, just as the public was hesitant to allow them to. Both groups also
wanted a rationalized system of advertising, one that would not require a persuasive
format for digestion. Although radio did not completely resolve these forces, its
system of advertising was a unique window into this fusion of art and commerce.
While the combination could be volatile, it helped to reveal the power and position of
both in American society, and how this combination could in turn shape the values of
the nation.
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